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Summary

The diverging requirements from various vertical industries have driven the paradigm
shift in the next-generation (5G) mobile networks, where network slicing has
emerged as a major paradigm for this purpose by sharing and isolating resources over
the same 5G physical infrastructure. To truly fulfil the different Quality of Service
(QoS) requirements imposed by different network slices for different vertical applica-
tions, it is essential to introduce a programmable data plane that is aware of QoS and
is configurable to enforce the QoS commitments. In this paper, we focus on design-
ing, prototyping and evaluating a novel QoS-aware Data-Plane Network-Slicing
framework for the edge and core network segments of a 5G network. The proposed
framework is capable of dealing with differentiated services through hardware-based
traffic classification, priority configuration and traffic scheduling. By leveraging the
latest open-source FPGA (Field-Programmable Gate Array) platform, we prototype
the proposed framework and empirically evaluate the performance of the prototyped
system. Experiment results demonstrate the capabilities of the proposed framework
in terms of achieving QoS-aware network slicing at the data plane.

KEYWORDS:
Network slicing, Programmable Hardware, 5G, Mobile Computing, Network Architecture and Design,
Quality of Service (QoS)

1 INTRODUCTION

The Fifth Generation mobile networks (5G) have gained global momentum thanks to the recent Research and Development
(R&D) and standardization activities. It has now been widely recognized that the software-networking based architecture
approach with NFV (Network Function Visualization) and SDN (Software-Defined Networking) as cornerstones are essential
in achieving the 5G vision of being “programmable, software driven and holistically managed to enable a diverse range of ser-
vices in a profitable way”, as summarized by the Chairman of the 5G-PPP Association1. In particular, Network Slicing has
emerged as a most promising game changer in the remarkable paradigm shift from 4G to NFV/SDN-enabled 5G era. According
to the visions by various leading 5G standardization organizations and other stakeholders, network slicing has been identified
as a crucial enabler for provisioning flexible, cost-efficient and tailored services in software-networking based 5G networks. A
universal, standard definition of a 5G slice is yet to be agreed on, although a most cited definition on 5G slice is provided by
New Generation of Mobile Networks (NGMN)2. According to NGMN, a 5G slice “supports the communication service of a
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FIGURE 1 Different Network Segments involved in the 5G Infrastructure.

particular connection type with a specific way of handling the C- and U-plane for this service. To this end, a 5G slice is com-
posed of a collection of 5G network functions and specific Radio Access Technology (RAT) settings that are combined together
for the specific use case or business model.” There are more standardisation organizations which have provided a network slice
definition. 3GPP organisation concluded that a network slice is “an end to end logical communication network, within a Pub-
lic Land Mobile Network (PLMN) and includes the Core Network (CN) Control Plane, User Plane Network Functions and 5G
Access Network (AN).”3. In IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force) L.Wang and L.Geng defined E2E (End-to-End) network
slice as “a cross-domain network slice which may consist of access network, transport network, (mobile) core network. The
concept here of network slice is expanded to a wider area and comprises of several functional components. Driven by the mul-
tiple requirements from users, network slice instances may include several service components that each of which may require
a set of network resources and attributes in form of a network slice”.4. Finally, ETSI (European Telecommunications Standards
Institute) rather than defining network slicing, focuses on the mapping of the network slicing to NFV concept and describes how
NFV architecture supports it under the standards of diverse organizations such as 3GPP5 .
The expected benefits of introducing Network Slicing in 5G are multi-folded. Firstly, network slices would maximize the

sharing of network resources within and across domains, thereby substantially reducing the capital expenditure (CAPEX) for
5G network operators. Secondly, network slicing allows a high-degree of flexibility of creating dedicated logical networks with
customer-specific functions and thus can meet diverging requirements from diverse vertical businesses. Thirdly, network slices
can substantially upgrade operational capabilities as with intelligent slicing and slice life cycle management it is possible to
offer configurable warranties in Quality of Service (QoS) and/or Quality of Experience (QoE). These configurable warranties in
service quality will open a significant number of new markets and enable a wide range of demanding, divergent and innovative
use cases. For instance, the safety of autonomous driving can be significantly improved thanks to the warranted ultra-low-latency
in sending commands to the car, and reliable remotemobile life assistance could become a reality where anUltra-High-Definition
(UHD) (e.g. 4K) video stream can be transmitted with the warranted ultra-low-latency and mobile broad bandwidth. Therefore,
if the full potential is achieved, 5G slicing could be considered as one of the most important innovations in the communications
of the decade due to its impact at a worldwide level.
To achieve an end-to-end network slicing, all the different network elements deployed along the data path of the 5G infrastruc-

ture should be able to be programmed to set up specific configurations of the resources to cope with specific use cases. Figure
1 shows the main network segments that constitute the communication data path of 5G infrastructures. Vertical businesses and
5G subscribers get access to the network by mean of the Radio Access Network (RAN) which is connected to the Edge to allow
a Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) architecture. MEC allows data processing using Cost-of-the-Shelve computing close to the
user and fostering the dynamic deployment of network functions. Different Edges are connected to the Core Network where
the communications are being controlled and switched to their destinations, mainly to other administrative domains being inter-
connected using Neural Internet Exchange point of coming back to other edges. 5G is a major technology in growing industrial
digitalization, creating different use cases which represent the vertical business (e.g. public safety, automotive, manufacturing,
healthcare, etc); in the same way, 5G subscribers are people who will take benefits of the advantages provide by the novel 5G
networks.
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The main aim of this paper is to design, prototype and validate an effective hardware-accelerated network slicing framework
suitable for 5G architectures to allow the programmability of the communication parameters such as delay, packet loss and jitter
in the data path, thereby being able to slice the network to cope with different use cases simultaneously for the Edge-to-Core
network segment (E2C). To achieve this aim, several challenges have been addressed, which in turn are the main contributions of
this work. Firstly, a new hardware packet queuing structure has been designed and prototyped as an enabler for network slicing
to allow differentiation of 5G traffic. Secondly, a new packet classification algorithm has been designed to fulfil the demanding
requirements imposed by the usage of multi-tenancy and user mobility in the 5G E2C network segment. Thirdly, a new packet
scheduling scheme has been designed and prototyped in order to keep performance fairness among different users that are sharing
the same network slice and to keep performance isolation between users that are allocated to different network slices of different
QoS requirements. Finally, extensive experiments have been conducted to test and validate the proposed framework using a
real Edge-to-Core scenario where our hardware-based prototype has been deployed, and to demonstrate the effectiveness and
scalability of the implementation. The solution proposed is a novel 5G network slicing technique different from the traditional
DiffServ and QoS-aware forwarding where isolation of network performance between different slices has been the foundations
of the design. In this context, network performance is defined as delay, packet loss, jitter and throughput. Every of these network
slices can, in turn, have traditional DiffServ flows in order to prioritize those flows inside of the same slice. Traditional DiffServ
or other QoS-aware forwarding policies provide a common semantics applied to all the network flows equality and thus do not
expose mechanisms for the network administrators to allow the customization of the behaviour of different network services, i.e.
rules. Nevertheless, this approach goes father by allowing the programmability of such rules in order to configure the behaviour
of each of the slices.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the state of the art of related areas including the different

software and hardware data path solutions and recent network slicing proposals. Section 3 describes the proposed QoS-aware
data-plane network slicing framework with a detailed description of the programmable data-plane path. Section 4 proposes
the taxonomy of different types of network slices. Subsequently, section 5 presents technical details on the prototyping of the
proposed framework, highlighting the various challenges addressed in the implementation. Section 6 describes the testbed
deployed to validate and evaluate the technical contributions through empirical performance tests and analysis. Finally, section
7 summarizes the main findings and outlines future research work.

2 RELATEDWORK

2.1 Network Slicing Concepts and Approaches
2.1.1 Network Slicing Concepts
It is noted that there is no universally accepted definition of network slices yet despite numerous studies on this topic. Vari-
ous standardization development organizations (SDOs) such as ITU/3GPP, IMT-2020, IETF, ETSI and industry alliances or
initiatives such as NGMN have proposed their versions of network slice definitions. This paper is inclusive and takes into
consideration all the definitions proposed. Each definition uses different terminologies, thus it has been used, as a matter of
example, the NGMN terminology2 where it is defined a Network Slice Instance (NSI) as a set of run-time Network Functions
(NFs), and resources to run these NFs, forming a complete instantiated logical network to meet certain network characteristics
(e.g., ultra-low-latency, ultra-reliability) required by a Service Instance(s). Network slice instance examples include enhanced
Mobile Broadband (eMBB), massive Internet of Things (mIoT), and Ultra-Reliable Low-Latency Communication (URLLC), as
defined by the International Telecommunication Union (ITU). An NSI can include zero, one or more Network Slice Sub-network
Instance (NSSI), which itself is a run-time construct and comprises a set of NFs and the required resources. IP Multimedia
Subsystem (IMS) is an example of a sub-network Instance. The Resources referred to are assets for computation, storage or
transport including radio access, physical or logical. This definition has been widely recognized in other initiatives and SDOs.
For instance, 3GPP has largely adopted this definition in network slicing related specifications6.
In order to offer performance warranties, Network Slicing in a 5G E2E architecture requires isolation between slices. The

performance of a particular slice cannot be influenced by the Control Plane and the Data Plane of any of the other slices.
Consequently, multiple slices can be used for different services and a great heterogeneity of use cases can be treated.
Our definition of network slicing includes the isolation of performance of a set of network flows. It has been demonstrated

that it is impossible to perform such isolation in software. The reason is that a computer runs multiple software at the same time
(kernel processes, drivers, user-space applications, etc) using the same hardware resources. Thus, without the proper support to
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isolate hardware, it is impossible for the software to make use of such isolation capabilities. And this is exactly what is being
proposed in this contribution.

2.1.2 Approaches for Network Slicing
Related work on network slicing can be largely classified into three groups. Most of the existing work on network slicing have
been focusing on network slices at the NF level, which belongs to the first group. A network slice composed byNFs can be created
by concatenating the involved NFs by exploring various mechanisms such as Service Function Chaining(SFC)7 or leveraging
the Network Service (NS) model in the ETSI (European Telecommunications Standards Institute) MANO (Management and
Orchestration) architecture8. An example can be found in the 5GNorma project9, where both VNFs and PNFs are considered to
achieve NF-level network slicing. Another project SONATA10 envisions a Slice Manager to manage the life-cycle of a slice, and
a control API to operate a slice using a slice ID that groups all the resources, network functions and service elements of that slice.
The second group of work concentrates on Radio Access Network (RAN) slicing by investigating RAT-specific schemes to

achieve network slicing at different layers of the protocol stack: spectrum sharing, MAC, resource blocks etc. For instance, the
SPEED-5G project11 develops a more efficient use of spectrum for network slicing and new and a MAC layer that allows prior-
itizing and handling traffic across heterogeneous RANs. Moreover, the COHERENT project12 proposes a real-time controller
for RAN slicing. In addition, in a RAN, An et al.13 proposes a device-triggered network-control mechanism to enable a UE to
discover, select and access the most appropriate E2E network slices, and simulation results show reduced attachment delay and
signalling overhead.
The final group emphasizes the importance of QoS awareness for network slicing by exploiting data plane programmability.

There is little existing work in this group; however, it is crucial to achieving controllable QoS along the end-to-end data path
towards guarantee the QoS committed in the Service Level Agreement associated to the slice-based service for the end user.
These three groups of research are fully complementary to each other since they are focused on different approached required

to achieve a true slicing of the network. This research work has been focused on the programmability of the data plane which is
the foundations to allow the other two approaches to be designed, implemented and prototyped.
In14, a 5G-ICN architecture based on the NFV/SDN framework, where applications and devices seek connectivity through

the RAN to ICN gateways, to realize a top-down service-centric platform. This paper proposed the used of domain controllers
to ensure slicing SLA management, also allowing mobility as a service. Although this solution presents a theoretical idea about
how to establish end-to-end slicing support they do not provide a concrete solution and neither empirical results. They have also
proposed that the data plane of their solution can be based on virtual network overlays or deeply programmable hardware, but
they do not present any implementation evidence.
Authors provide in15 a theoretical approach to ensure network slicing in a 5G ecosystem, mainly focusing on the RAN network

segment. The approach presented in this contribution is based on the mobile network architecture framework described in the
research project 5G NORMA9. It proposed that virtualised network elements which composed the RAN segment should form
a direct path to ensure the forming of network slices, avoiding the traditional approach with indirect paths. This paper does not
provide any empirical analysis of the concept of network slicing presented for the RAN and do not cover edge and core network
segments which are those addressed in this research work.
Following the architecture presented in the research project 5G-Crosshaul16, Li et al.17 present an SDN/NFV-based control

plane that enables multi-tenancy through network slicing. Although this work is mainly focused on the transport network aspects
related to the combined fronthaul and backhaul, they only present general concepts of network slicing that can be applied to
other segments of a mobile system. They also propose a data plane, with MPLS encapsulation support and VLAN tagging, to
store the backbone header and the tenant frame, ensuring the multi-tenancy support. It is noticed that this contribution is far
away from our approach where a more complex data path has been implemented. Furthermore, this contribution only presents
general concepts with any empirical validation.
Zhang et at.18 proposed a logical architecture for network-slicing-based 5G systems, and present a scheme for managing

mobility between different access networks. The architecture presented in this paper is very simple and does not present too
many details, following a basic SDN approach. Although they argue that their architecture support slicing in the access network,
edge cloud and core cloud, they only present simulation results with three different level of slice eMBB, uRLLC and IoT slice.
There is not a real empirical validation in this contribution and they do not mention any multi-tenant and mobility support in
their architecture.
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In19, Mayoral et at. present a 5G slicing architecture whit multi-tenant support, where tenants can control the virtualised
network functions and cloud resources, thanks to an open API. This contribution only presents a DPI use case where times about
the creation of a DPI-VNF are shown.
An et al.13 propose an end-to-end network slicing for a 5G communication system. This paper is mainly focused on the RAN

segment of the 5G network. They do not present concrete details about how to apply network slicing in the backhaul. Although
they present a detailed analysis and deployment of the slicing in the RAN, they do not mention how to achieve this QoS-aware
in the edge-core segment and neither an empirical validation.
In the rest of this section, we focus on reviewing enablers and potential approaches to design and implement QoS-aware

network slicing based on data plane programmability. Furthermore, a 5G infrastructure is a varied and complex ecosystem, with
different types of software and hardware components. To ensure an E2E QoS, all the elements involved in the data path, both
software and hardware, must be able to honour the established QoS policy. For all the above, the design of a 5G network slicing
architecture leveraging data plane programmability is a complex task.

2.2 Queuing disciplines and algorithms
First of all, packet classification and scheduling techniques are fundamental for achieving QoS awareness and control. There are
many well-known packet classification algorithms and packet scheduling disciplines and their software implementations have
been extensively tested over the years. They all handle concepts, data structures and components such as queues, flows, tokens,
buckets, shaping, scheduling, policing, classifying, marking or dropping. The choice of a particular algorithm or discipline
depends on the scenario, the type of traffic and the problem to be solved (e.g., limiting bandwidth, preferred bandwidth for
a particular application or user, or ensuring that a particular type of traffic is dropped, etc. ). For example, the traffic control
module of the Linux kernel20 implements several of these queuing algorithms and scheduling disciplines. Some of the best
known queuing disciplines are Round Robin (RR), Priority Queuing (PQ), Stochastic Fair Queuing (SFQ), Generic Random
Early Drop (GRED), Token Bucket Filter (TBF), Hierarchical Token Bucket (HTB), Controlled Delay (CoDel) or Heavy-Hitter
Filter (HHF).
Priority queuing (PQ) is a queue algorithm management which is based in a group of queues where each of them has a

different priority. The priority is established per queue, it means that items stored in a queue with high priority are served before
those items stored in a low priority. The priority of each queue should be previously established. If items are stored in the same
priority queue, they are served according to the order in which the were enqueue (FIFO). A disadvantage of this algorithm is
that can cause starvation in lower priority queues.
Round Robin (RR) is one of the most popular algorithms employed by network schedulers and process in computing. These

algorithms ensure that different processes or network queues have the same priority, it ensures a totally fair sharing of the time per
queue. Furthermore, this algorithm also avoids the starvation problem present in PQ algorithm but do not support prioritization.
The Intel 82599 10 GbE Ethernet NIC21 implements a scheduling algorithm composed by a combination of the previous ones

(RR and PQ). It presents two levels of network queues, scheduling the packets in each of those levels with a different algorithm.
The first level of queues in composes by 8 priority queue, which ensures the prioritization and performance isolation of the
network traffic and second level of queues is scheduled by an RR algorithm, ensuring fairness in the resource sharing. A similar
approach has been used in this contribution, as a foundation to design the programmability of the network slices in the 5G data
path.
Some studies attempt to advance the state of the art, e.g., by introducing new types of queues. For instance, Sivaraman et

al.22 propose a programmable packet scheduling in hardware using PIFO (Push-In First-Out) queues rather than the traditional
FIFO queues. They show how to implement a PIFO queue in hardware and how PIFO queue allows a packet to be placed in an
arbitrary position within the queue. They show how a PIFO queue can be used to perform priority and calendar queues that can
be combined to implement a wide range of scheduling algorithms.
Furthermore, there are a number of tools to enable Data Plane monitoring and control. OpenFlow23 defines rule/policy-based

traffic flow related processing, including flow matching, flow forwarding, flow QoS metering etc. Specific control actions may
include packet forwarding to a particular port or ports, packet encapsulation and forwarding to the controller, packet forwarding
to the normal processing pipeline or packet dropping etc. For monitoring purposes, statistics such as packet and byte count are
available. OpenFlow is applicable to both physical and virtual (hypervisor-based) forwarding devices.
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2.3 Software-based Data Path Programmability
Data Plane programmability can be achieved through software- or hardware-based approaches. This subsection focuses on
the former. Firstly, DPDK (Data Plane Development Kit)24 is an open source project that provides mechanisms for fast data
processing for Data Plane applications, mostly running in the Linux userspace and being agnostic to processors (Intel and others).
DPDK employs the kernel bypass approach, which allows the applications in the user space to directly communicate with the
hardware (physical) or virtual devices without involving the Linux kernel and thus circumvent the performance limitations of
the Linux kernel caused by interrupts, the complexity of the sk_buff struct etc.
In contrast to the kernel bypass approach taken e.g., in DPDK, XDP (eXpress Data Path)25 through the IO Visor Project26

addresses the performance limitations of kernel space by enabling bare-metal packet processing at the lowest point in the software
stack in the kernel space for improved speedwhilst achievingData Plane programmability. Essentially, XDP creates an integrated
fast path in the kernel stack. The in-kernel XDP Packet Processor intercepts the incoming packet before it is sent to the normal
kernel process. It processes RX packet-pages directly out of the driver. Basic XDP packet processor actions include packet
forwarding, dropping, normal receiving and steering (to another CPU for processing), and generic receive offloading etc. The
XDP approach is agnostic to CPU/hardware.
PF_Ring27 is another software technology that speeds up packet capture via kernel bypass. PF_RING polls packets from

Network Interface Cards (NICs) through the Linux NAPI, which copies packets to the PF_RING circular buffer (ring), bypassing
the kernel stack, and then the user-space application reads packets from the ring. PF_RING can distribute incoming packets
to multiple rings, and thus multiple applications can read their packets simultaneously. PF_Ring is not integrated with the
mainstream Linux, and special kernel modules need to be launched.
Salva-Garcia et al.28 present a software-based framework which is able to deal with 5G multi-tenant UHD video traffic. This

solution is based on Netfilter, which achieves flow control over edge to core network segment using a set of hooks inside the
Linux kernel, providing callback functions for every packet that cross the respective hook established by a Netfilter rule. This
solution is able to deal with 5G multi-tenant traffic and presents data plane programmability support, but it does not provide
slicing support for those scenarios and neither it presents scalability in terms of performance and latency.
In29, a module for low-delay filtering of streams is proposed. This solution employs a function on an access router that

controls the mobility signalling for mobile endpoint that is associated with an access link. However, the data-path implemented
for filtering the streams present some limitations, it is implemented in the context of LTE Evolved Packet Core (EPC) and it
does not present multi-tenant support and thus there is no support for nested encapsulation. In30 they implement GTP header
management in software to allow the use of traditional IP hardware-acceleration, however they do not provide user mobility.
In31 a software-based Network Intrusion Detection System (NIDS) for 5G multi-tenant traffic is proposed. The data plane

presented in this contribution allows the control of 5G multi-tenant HTTP traffic. To achieve it, an internal modification of
Snort32 has been carried out allowing the protection for 5G multi-tenant scenarios. Although this solution presents a data plane
programmability support, there is no mention to the QoS of network traffic and neither to the slicing support. This solution
neither provides scalability in terms of performance to achieve the 5G KPIs.
The above software-based mechanisms achieve data plane programmability although the performance is compromised due

to the inherent speed disadvantage in software-based implementations and they have never been used for the design of network
slicing of 5G data paths.

2.4 Hardware-based Data Path Programmability
To accelerate the speed of data plane monitoring and processing, a few hardware platforms have emerged recently. In this
category, NetFPGA33 is a line-rate, open networking platform that enables hardware-based programmable data path. The
state-of-the-art NetFPGA SUME is an FPGA-based PCI (Peripheral Component Interconnect) Express (PCIe) board with I/O
capabilities for 10 (and up to 100) Gbps operation, and the workflow is based on SimpleSumeSwitch depicted in Figure 4 . The
platform can be employed as NIC, multi-port switch, or firewall, among other Data Plane networking or testing devices. The
open source and low-cost nature of the platform allow prototyping 10 Gbps solutions in R&D projects. Netcope34 is an alter-
native FPGA-based networking platform, which supports up to 100 Gbps Ethernet interfaces. It provides architecture similar to
the SimpleSumeSwitch but with other capabilities such as multiple DMA (Direct Memory Access) channels per interface and
DPDK Driver support. P4 is the recommended language for programming both NetFPGA and Netcope platforms (e.g.,35). Both
NetFPGA and Netcope provide hardware-based programmable data plane; however, it is noted that both of the current platforms
lack advanced packet scheduling and processing required by QoS-aware network slicing.
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In36, a NetFPGA-based data path for multi-tenant 5G traffic is proposed, this presents an exhaustive analysis in terms of
performance, scalability and reliability of the data path developed. In37 a 5G NetFPGA-based firewall for network segment
delimited by edge and core is presented, which owns an internal 5G data path to ensure the correct network traffic matching,
processing and control thanks to internal rule-based storage. However, no slicing is implemented in this contribution. Although
it is clear that different hardware-based data path solutions are available for 5G multi-tenant networks, none of them provides
slicing support for the edge to core segment in multi-tenant scenarios.
The Intel 82599 10 GbE Ethernet NIC21 offers QoS mechanisms such as L2 filters, Unicast and Multicast filters, L3/L4 5-

tuple filters, SYN packet filters for routing TCP packets. It is also capable of working in virtualised environments, for which it
handles VLAN filters and offers support for up to 64 virtual machines per port. Using Flow Director it is possible to identify the
received traffic and assign a queue for classification, load balancing and matching between flows and CPUS cores. The Rx and
Tx queues are all FIFO. The filters and flow rules are programmable through an interface and using the registers of the card.
This card provides a novel scheduling algorithm, composed of two levels of network queues, which ensure the QoS of the traffic
transmitted. These queues are managed by 8 bits, 3 for up to 8 priority queues and 4 bits for 16 round-robin queues, reaching a
total of 128 queues. The selection of these queues is based on the values provided by the 5-tuple previously mentioned in this
paragraph. This approach is far advanced from the approach presented by traditional NICs which usually presents one queueing
level.

2.5 Limitations of Existing Work
It is noted that none of the above tools and platforms in either software- or hardware-based Data Plane programmability
approaches have achieved the capabilities required by 5G network traffic classification, monitoring or processing. With regard
to the limitations in flow classification for QoS monitoring, only IP packets are candidates for the flow filters. This means that
non-IP packets and packets with tunnelling such as those in 5G traffic would miss all the filters and thus are not classified. More-
over, the packet processing actions for QoS control are also limited, especially in the existing hardware platforms. For instance,
the flow director of the Intel 82599 10 GbE Ethernet NIC is only able to perform two actions: sending or dropping a packet.
When a packet matches a flow in the Flow Director Table, it is assigned and sent to a queue. Otherwise, it is dropped. With
such limited functions, it is not possible to modify a data path by performing advanced actions for QoS support such as setting
the queue assigned based on not only the traditional DSCP (Differentiated Services Code Point) value of the IP header but also
in encapsulated traffic, and by copying the DSCP value from the inner IP header to the outer one and by selecting the queue
based on policies defined by the administration in order to isolate performance ; All these actions have been supported in this
contribution.
Filtering mechanism provided by Intel 82599 10 GbE NIC are limited and do not allow to filter network traffic beyond

traditional IP packets or VLAN tagged packets. This card only provides a flexible 2-byte tuple anywhere in the first 64 bytes of
the packets, however these 64 bytes are not enough in a MEC infrastructures to identify a final 5G user, due to the fact that final
user packets are conforming by two levels of encapsulation (GTP over VXLAN), when they are processed in the core of the
architecture. The solution presented in this paper provides a novel hardware-based data path with support for the customization of
network services behaviour with any limitation, going beyond traditional IP traffic and thus, providing QoS-aware performance
isolation for 5G MEC network traffic.
Based on the above review of the existing work, it can be concluded that there is a gap in the literature in designing and

prototyping a QoS-aware hardware-accelerated 5G network slicing framework by exploring data plane programmability and
taking advantages of hardware-based accelerations.

3 MULTI-TENANT 5G ARCHITECTURE OVERVIEW

Figure 2 shows a 5G Multi-Tenant Mobile Edge Computing infrastructure where User Equipment (UE) is connected to 5G
RANs belonging to different telecommunication operators. The Mobile Edge architecture allows for the logical separation of
hardware resources in amulti-tenant environment wheremultiple network operators share the same physical infrastructure. These
5G RANs are mainly composed of Distributed Units (DUs) and Centralized Units (CUs), which allow the users to access to the
core network. Edge 1 and Edge 2 represent two different physical computers allocated in different geographical locations. They
host CUNetwork FunctionVirtualization (NFV) services in the context of different operators, represented a different background
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FIGURE 2 Proposed NetFPGA slicing multi-tenant 5G architecture.

colour. Edges are connected to the Core network segment. The Core segment is composed of different physical machines, which
are employed to deploy different 5G Core network services belonging to different telecommunication operators. Each 5G Core
has a set User Plane Function (UPF) in charge of forwarding user data in the data path and a set of control and management
functions in charge of authentication, usermobility, handovermanagement, user registry, and so on. A comprehensive description
of the roles in each of the components of the 5G architecture is provided by Kim et al.38.
The architecture presents an “Hybrid Approach” based on a combination of both software and hardware forwarding devices to

separate the required roles to achieve a slicing-friendly infrastructure between the software and hardware components. Figure 2
shows how the traffic coming from the hardware NIC is now received in the Virtual Switch hosted in the Host machine. In terms
of role separation between software and hardware, it is proposed to minimize the possible use of the software-based approach, by
off-loading as much as possible workload into the hardware capabilities. Compared with a pure hardware approach, this Hybrid
Approach would yield lower performance whereas it provides more flexibility in the Control Plane since it allows having double
control points layers for the Infrastructure Provider and Network Operator. The Infrastructure Provider’s control points layer is
composed of two control points: one flexible yet slow software control point and a limited yet fast hardware control point. The
Network Operator’s control points layer, however, only has one control points layer for the tenant in the kernel space of the VM.
This paper focuses on the hardware-accelerated control points to support 5G network slicing based on data plane programma-

bility designed for the Edge-to-Core network segment. In this network segment, the packets of the 5G UE are encapsulated by
the CU in the GPRS (General Packet Radio Service) Tunneling Protocol (GTP) to allow user mobility along different locations
and is also encapsulated in VXLAN or Generic Routing Encapsulation (GRE) by the Virtual Switch to allow traffic isolation in
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FIGURE 3 Multi-tenant packet definition.

a multi-tenancy environment and thus to ensure that telecommunication operators are logically separated. The proposed frame-
work is deployed on NICs that are deployed in the interconnection between Edge and Core. They are labelled as NetFGA NIC
in Figure 2 . Figure 3 shows the frame structure of the packets passing through this network segment to show the challenge
required in the design of the packet classifier until it is able to disaggregate the network traffic for each of the 5G users in order to
allow network slicing according to the subscription of each 5G user, which is clearly beyond current state-of-the-art classifiers
published in literature.
By using such complex hardware-based packet classification, the proposed framework enables different logical data paths

(lanes/queues) per each of the different 5G users of the infrastructure, allowing traffic to flow through such lanes/queues without
horizontal collisions/interference between users. Each logical data path should be programmed to designated QoS-aware ones
and best effort ones to allow the realization of paths with controllable QoS and those with best effort delivery service, respec-
tively. They are isolated from each other so that the traffic in each category would not affect the other category for effective
management and fair provisioning even for the best effort slices.

4 NETWORK SLICING DESIGN

A traditional NIC data path usually comes with 1, 4 or 8 lanes/queues in order to allow different degrees of traffic differentiation.
Then, when a network packet enters the NIC, it is queued in one of these lanes/queues available according to the priority assigned
to this packet. Thus, if the packet comes from a trusted environment, IP Differentiated Services Code Point (DSCP) values can
be used to determine traffic priority, otherwise, traffic rules should be inserted to allow the NIC to determine how to process
these packets in terms of priority. The latter scenario is more typical for telecommunication operators where they can apply
rules according to the 5G user subscription to determine how its network packets should be processed. It allows a differentiation
between DSP (Digital Service Provider) and ISP (Infrastructure Service Provider) which is the main driver with the use of cloud
computing. The scenario proposed allows ISP to insert rules in the network that are affecting not only ISP traffic (all traffic)
but also specific to each of the DSPs, allowing new business models. In addition, it is noted that for the E2E QoS our proposed
scheme is able to address key QoS metrics such as delay, packet loss and jitter end to end in an ISP domain. For multiple ISPs
interconnected via Internet, the SLA in place between different ISPs will be enforced and is out of the scope of this paper.
Table 1 proposes a taxonomy of the various types of network slices and how they could bemapped to the existing lanes/queues

of the NIC. The table indicates a name for the slice type together with the number of different ways of handling traffic supported
by such a slice (Differentiated 5G User Traffic) and the mapping to the main 5G Use Cases (eMBB, URLLC, and mMTC)
defined by ITU.

5 PROTOTYPING PLATFORM AND IMPLEMENTATION

5.1 P4-NetFPGA-based Reference Framework
The prototype implemented to test, validate and evaluate the proposed network slicing framework is based on NetFPGA
SUME39,40, an open hardware development platform for networking devices as mentioned. The platform has been configured
using the P4 language35, as in the P4-NetFPGA project41. The NetFPGA SUME includes four 10Gbps physical interfaces and
one Gen 3 PCIe with RX and TX channels. The P4-NetFPGA project is based on the SimpleSumeSwitch architecture, which
includes a processing pipeline generated from a P4 description with Xilinx SDNet, with amaximum processing rate of 51.2Gbps.
The packets arriving at the five interfaces are transferred to the processing pipeline using a RR (Round Robin) based input arbiter.
An output arbiter distributes the resulting packets to the selected interfaces. Each interface has an input queue (RX queue) and
an output queue (TX queue) to accommodate high rate packet bursts. The PCIe interface is controlled by the RIFFA (Reusable
Integration Framework for FPGA Accelerators) module, which implements DMA data transactions between the network card
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TABLE 1 Proposed Types of Slices for 5G Users

Slice Type # Differentiated
5G User Traffic

Priority
(Queue/Lane) Possible Use Cases

Best Effort 1 0 Enhanced Mobile Broadband / Massive MTC
Best Effort Reliable 1 1 Enhanced Reliable Mobile Broadband / Massive MTC
Low Latency 1 2 Low-Latency Communications
Low Latency Reliable 1 3 Low-Latency Reliable Communications
Ultra-Low Latency Reliable 1 4 Ultra-Low Latency Reliable Communications
Ultra-Low Latency High-Reliable 1 5 Ultra-Low Latency High Reliable Communications
Critical Communications 1 6 Critical Communications
Network Control 1 7 Reserved to Control and Management Network

Dual Best Effort + Low Latency 2 0/2 Enhanced Mobile Broadband / Massive MTC /
Low-Latency Communications

Dual Best Effort + Low Latency Reliable 2 1/3 Enhanced Reliable Mobile Broadband / Massive MTC
/ Low-Latency Reliable Communications

Dual Best Effort + Ultra-Low Latency 2 0/4 Enhanced Mobile Broadband / Massive MTC
/ Ultra-Low Latency Reliable Communications

Dual Best Effort + Ultra-Low Latency Reliable 2 1/5 Enhanced Reliable Mobile Broadband / Massive MTC
/ Ultra-Low Latency High Reliable Communications

Dual Best Effort Reliable + Critical Communications 2 1/6 Enhanced Reliable Mobile Broadband
/ Massive MTC / Dedicated Ultra-Low Latency Channel

Triple Best Effort + Low-Latency + Ultra Low Latency 3 0/2/4
Enhanced Mobile Broadband

/ Massive MTC / Low-Latency Communications
/ Ultra-Low Latency Reliable Communications

Triple Best Effort + Low-Latency + Ultra Low Latency Reliable 3 1/3/5
Enhanced Reliable Mobile Broadband

/ Massive MTC / Low-Latency Reliable Communications
/ Ultra-Low Latency High Reliable Communications

Flexible Slice 4 0/2/4/6 Any Communication
Reliable Flexible Slice 4 1/3/5/6 Any Communication with High Reliability

and the server. The RIFFA module included in the NetFPGA project is compliant with Gen 2 PCIe. The server side consists of
a Linux Kernel driver.

FIGURE 4 P4-NetFPGA internal architecture
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The framework proposed in this paper is based on developing an extension to the SimpleSumeSwitch architecture of the
NetFPGA platform and introducing QoS control to the traffic processing. Figure 4 represents the SimpleSumeSwitch architec-
ture of the NetFPGA. In this figure, the TX queue that connects the RR Output Arbiter with the DMA port is rolled with a red
square, highlighting that it is a part of the structure modified in this paper, as explained in the next subsection. Furthermore, the
metadata structure of the P4-NetFPGA is modified, by adding two fields used to route a packet to the corresponding queue. A
two-level set of queues has replaced the output queue connected to the DMA module, which implies a bottleneck in the data
path. The reason why the design is built on the extension of that concrete part of the architecture is based on the fact that the
rest of queues are virtually never filled since the hardware clocking is able to process at line speed the incoming traffic from the
physical interfaces and then the main bottleneck happens when the Linux kernel driver is able to process packets at lower speed
than the NIC is able to send to the memory using DMA. This exactly stresses the TX queue that connects the RR Output Arbiter
with the DMA port.

5.2 5G Slicing on modified P4-NetFPGA

FIGURE 5 Developed 5G Network Slicing Architecture based on NetFPGA-based framework

Figure 5 depicts the extension designed in the TX queues connected to DMA in order to implement 5G network slicing
support. The first level queues distribute the packets into 8 different paths, using a 3-bit field named RR as an index. Each
path includes a second level of 4 queues, where packets are distributed according to their priority stated in a 2-bit field named
PRIO. This introduces a total of 32 queues. At the design stage, the number of queues for the first level is determined by how
many users are going to be hosted in the same machine simultaneously since the main purpose of these queues is to be able to
distribute fairly the traffic among those belonging to the same slice type. The second level is related to the different lanes/queues
that are available for each of the users. At a production level, 16 or 32 for the first level and 8 for the second level would be more
appropriate values. 8 and 4 are those used in our NetFPGA prototype mainly due to the processing constraints in the hardware
pipeline at these line rates.
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For the dequeuing mechanism, each path includes an output register; in total there are 8 output registers. Each output register
is filled with the first available packet of the non-empty queue with the highest priority. A final output register is filled with
available packets from the different paths according to a round robin policy.
These are hardware modifications implemented in Verilog that we introduce in a modified architecture that is used in this

paper in the P4-NetFPGA framework. This new architecture offers a structure to implement QoS and slicing in the data path
using a P4 program.
This proposed architecture is then applied in the P4-NetFPGAworkflow to implement a network card with 5G slicing support,

using only one Ethernet port and the DMA port to connect to a server. A P4 program sets the values of the RR and PRIO fields of
the metadata that will be used to enqueue the packets sent to the server through the implemented two-level queue set. A ternary
key-value table is included in the P4 program to insert rules to control the data path of the packets, assuming a non-trusted
scenario such as the one in a telecommunication operator. It is implemented using a Ternary Content Addressable Memory
(TCAM). TCAM allows an application to query and store data using 3 different input values: 0, 1 and X, being “X” the value
used as a “wildcard”. The structure of the table (fields used as input keys and available actions) are fixed once deployed, while
the content of the table can be modified on-line to add new rules.
A P4 program includes three stages: parser, match/action and deparser. The parser can manage multiple structures of packets,

providing support to detect 5G multi-tenant flows, as described in Section 3, with multiple encapsulation layers. In the parser
stage, the flows arrive as incoming network packets at the pipeline and the different headers and fields of these packets are
analyzed and processed. As shown in Figure 4 , the parser stage is directly connected to a round robin Input arbiter that lets
packets go into the P4 parser. The P4 program developed can extract the value of inner and outer fields, including the multiple
IP headers and transport layers. This prototype implementation considers the values of the innermost IP and transport headers
to classify the 5G flows in different slices and priority levels. It has been intentionally decided to use the port and not the DSCP
value in order to see that the differentiation of the traffic requirements can be realized at the flow level as well.
Once the packet is parsed, all metadata are extracted from the packet and thus shared with the march/action stage. This

metadata information is introduced into the match/action stage, where all these metadata are matched against the set of rules
defined to establish the value of the metadata fields. This stage is where the TCAM table and Algorithm 1 have been developed.
The last stage is the deparser, where the packet is formed and sent to the output queues programmed according to the slice type
inserted in the rule set.

Algorithm 1Match/Action pseudo-algorithm implementation for the management of the P4-NetFPGA-based queues developed
if FPGA.srcPort == physicalPort then

if table.hit then
PRIO=actionRule.prio
RR=actionRule.rr

else
PRIO = packet.innerIPheader.DS(2:1)
RR = packet.innerIPheader.srcAddr(2:0)

end if
FPGA.dstPort = DMA;

else
if FPGA.srcPort == DMA then

FPGA.dstPort = physicalPort
end if

end if

Algorithm 1 describes the implementation carried out to control the NetFPGA queues developed in this framework. This
algorithm sends incoming packets from physical ports to the DMA channel, and packets that come from DMA to the physical
interfaces. For packets coming from physical ports, extra treatment is applied. In this case, the default action is applied when
the table is empty or the packet does not match any of the rules. The default action uses fields from the innermost IP header
to set the value of PRIO and RR fields. The DSCP field is used for the PRIO field while the source address is used for the RR
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field. As shown in Table 2 , from the 6 bits of the DSCP, the P4 program selects the bits 2-1 for the 2-bit PRIO field. The 3-bit
RR field is set with the least significant bits of the source IP address, used to group users into the same slice. At a production
grade, this can be managed by the internal DHCP (Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol) management in order to make a smart
assignment of IP addresses based on the type of subscription of the user.
If there is a match in the key-value TCAM table, the PRIO and RR fields are set according to the corresponding action to

select the QoS queue. The key used has 83 bits by joining four inner 5G User IP header fields: source and destination address,
the destination port and the DSCP field. The action indicates the values for the PRIO and RR fields. The grouping strategy of
users into different slices is modified online using the table. For example, if there is a scenario with multiple slices, the control
algorithm considers classifying using 3 bits from the subnet prefix in order to avoid mixing users from different subnets. Using
the ternary values in the table provides flexibility to the grouping strategy at runtime. Ignoring some of the bits of the key (by
using wild cards in the rule) enables the application of the same queue policy to all the traffic corresponding to the same slice.
It is important to remark that values matched in the TCAM table are related to the most inner headers, which represent the UE.
This is a significant enhancement in the classification capabilities of the network card in order to be 5G-compliant, which is a
significant step with respect to the state of the art.
Figure 5 depicts the structure of the resulting data path, focusing on the structure of the table that contains the rules and the

modified output queue of the DMA interface. In this figure, it can also be appreciated how the RR and PRIO queues have been
developed internally, using demultiplexers and multiplexers between them to route the incoming packets.
The prototype network card is customized to process 5G multi-tenant flows in different scenarios, where the end users are

grouped in different slice instances to guarantee their QoS with low impact from other slices. We consider slice instances by
varying the IP subnet for the sake of prototyping simplicity, from 1 to 16, each of them with 32 users generating UDP traffic to
16 different destination ports in order to represent 16 different services, with a DSCP value fixed for each port using a round-
robin assignment 0-7 per each of the destination ports. Table 2 shows the values used for the generated traffic and the assigned
priorities to these flows. In the proposed solution, queue 0 represents the queue with the lowest priority and queue 3 has a higher
priority. It is noted that the programmability shown in Table 2 may fit the slice type "Flexible Slice" previously presented in
Table 1 , with the adoption of the addressing scheme of the queues to fit the 4 queues available in the prototype.

TABLE 2 Association between inner destination port, inner DSCP and prio queue.

Inner UDP destination port DSCP (6 bits) Prio queue

5000, 5002, 5004, 5006 xxx00x 0
5008, 5010, 5012, 5014 xxx01x 1
5016, 5018, 5020, 5022 xxx10x 2
5024, 5026, 5028, 5030 xxx11x 3

6 EMPIRICAL TESTING

6.1 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The experimental testbed developed to carry out the empirical testing of the proposed network slicing framework is shown in
Figure 6 . For the development of this experimental environment, Edge and Core networks have been deployed in two separate
computers with the same hardware specifications: Dell T5810, Intel Xeon CPU E5-2630 v4, 32768 MB RAM and 512 GB SSD.
With regard to network cards, the Edge is composed by two Gtek MLX-6801-1S 10GbE NIC with 2 x 10GbE Interfaces and the
Core by only one with the same characteristics. In terms of software specifications, both computers have an operating system
Ubuntu 16.04.01 with a Linux kernel 4.10.0-42. Core also has a NetFPGA SUME with 4 x 10GbE Interfaces and three virtual
machines, deployed with Virtual Box, where UPF, AMF/SMF and UDM/AUSF are allocated. The CU uses OpenAirInterface42
and is developed in a Linux Container. The DU is deployed using Ettus B21043 Software-Defined Radio, and SIM Cards from
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SYSMOCOM44 are used in the UE. This NetFPGA has been programmed with a new pipeline that allows the slicing in the
communication between the board and the user level, thanks to the communication through the PCI port. For the development
of the slicing in the NetFPGA, three new cores have been implemented, replacing a single FIFO queue implemented by default
in the NetFPGA framework. For this experiment, a new NetFPGA bitstream has been developed, using the cores previously
mentioned.

FIGURE 6 Testbed for the experimental setup over the 5G architecture presented.

For setting up the experimental platform, it is needed to execute a script with the rules to manage the network traffic between
the different queues. This script introduces rules in the TCAM table of the NetFPGA (see 1 in Figure 6 ). The maximum number
of rules inserted by this script is 64 being used for the bigger case, where the NetFPGA is receiving traffic from 16 different
simultaneous slices with 32 users per slice and each user sending traffic for 16 different services belong to 8 different QoS
requirement. After rules are loaded, two tcpdumps are started in the sender interface of the Core (see eth1 of Figure 6 ) and in
the DMA reception interface (see nf0 of Figure 6 ). The pcaps collected by these tcpdumps running in the Linux kernel will
be used later on used to acquire the communication statistics between Edge and Core. Once tcpdumps are launched, pcaps are
sent with tcpreplay (see 2 in Figure 6 ). For this experiment, five different pcaps files have been utilized representing different
scenarios. They are described in Table 3 . These pcaps are sent separately, with the idea of testing the scalability of the solution
proposed.
For each of the pcaps files sent, the traffic is received by the interface eth2 of the network card situated in the Edge segment.

This traffic is forwarded to the other network card (see 4 in Figure 6 ), situated in the same network segment, and it is resent to
the Core segment through the eth1 interface (see 5 in Figure 6 ). NetFPGA programmed with the proposed slicing framework
receives the traffic via the nf0 interface. Different actions will be applied over this traffic. When the traffic is crossing the pipeline
of the NetFPGA, these actions will determine the queues that will be used to send the traffic to the Linux operating system, using
the NetFPGA driver. All traffic received is captured and save in a pcap file by tcpdump (see 6 in Figure 6 ). Although not been
tested in this research work, it also supports other actions, such as setting the DSCP value of the IP header or, in encapsulated
traffic, copying the DSCP value from the inner IP header to the outer one. These actions allow signalling between different hops
of the network in order to provide the enabler to allow the E2E networking slicing.

After the transmission of the 5 pcaps described in the Table 3 , 10 pcaps are ready in the Core segment to be analyzed, 5 of
them with the transmission packets (captured in step 3) and the other 5 with the received packets (captured in step 6). These 10
pcaps are transformed to CSV files (see 7 in Figure 6 ) for statistics. Transmitted pcaps and received pcaps will be compared
(see 8 in Figure 6 ) to obtain the delay, jitter and packet loss statistics in the 5 different scenarios represented by the 5 pcaps
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TABLE 3 Pcaps modified to test the slicing in the experimental setup proposed.

slice IPs(users) per pcap Flows/Services # packets size per packet pcap size (Gb)

1 32 512 477696 1500 5,73
2 64 1024 955392 1500 11,46
4 128 2048 1910784 1500 22,93
8 256 4096 3821568 1500 45,86
16 512 8192 7643136 1500 91,72

transmitted. Nowadays, there is no other solution tested in a 5G Edge-Core segment which allows QoS-aware and performance
isolation for 5G multi-tenant traffic, so results obtained have been compared with the 5G network performance values expected
for different use cases. This comparison and the empirical values obtained are described in the following subsection.
Following enumerate summarizes the different steps shown in Figure 6 :

1. Network Administrator inserts the rules in the NetFPGA to establish the performance indicators of each slice (priority,
bandwidth, jitter).

2. Pcap files are sent from the core to the edge.

3. Traffic leaving the core computer is kept for getting results and make the graphs.

4. Network traffic is forwarded to another network card in the edge computer.

5. Traffic in sent back again from the edge to the core.

6. Traffic received in the core is kept in a pcap file.

7. Pcap files obtained in the transmission (step 3) and in the reception (step 6) are transformed into CSV files.

8. CSV files are compared and analysed to obtain the final graphs shown in Section 6.2

6.2 RESULTS
This section presents the empirical validation of the 5G P4-NetFPGA framework proposed in previous sections. The main aim of
the solution developed is to guarantee the QoS of the users that are within the same slice and at the same time the QoS between
different slice instances. Thus, to warranty low-latency and reliability services of users who have a high priority associated in
scenarios where traffic congestion exists due to the high number of data volume that should be processed by the NetFPGA card
at the same time. To validate the efficiency and scalability of the solution developed, three different graphs are represented in
this paper. These charts present statistics about delay, jitter and packet loss statistics when the NetFPGA is applying different
QoS configurations to the traffic stemming from up to 512 users. Table 3 shows the settings of the numbers traffic senders, the
quantity of data sent in each slice and more information about the traffic. The bars presented in each graph are the average of
all the packets that are involved in each of the flows used in the experiment (per each service). In fact, the experiment has been
carried out 5 times and the values are the average of those 5 executions.
Figure 7 shows the delay achieved when network slicing is applied to the traffic transmitted by up to 512 users. The delay

specifies how long it takes for a packet to travel across the network from one node to another and return back. The number of users
sending traffic in each slice is always 32. Thus, 32 users are sending traffic when only 1 Flexible Slice instance is configured and
512 users when 16 slices are configured (32 users in each slice). The graph shows an exponential trend in the number of slices.
It is clear that overall the delays measured in the five scenarios are fairly similar, always around 2ms, in the queues that have
been assigned the lowest priority (queue 0), associated to Best Effort traffic. Nevertheless, the delays are reduced dramatically
when the traffic processed by queues that have been assigned higher priorities. With the increase of the priority, delays decrease.
The importance is that different scenarios with different slices show exactly the same performance in terms of delay. It can be
observed that packets processed by the queues 1, 2 and 3 have a maximum delay of 0.25 ms; in the same manner, the delays
reached by queue 3 are always lower than 0.1ms. The chart represents the standard deviations of the delay in each case between
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FIGURE 7 Delay achieved when Number of Flexible Slice Instances are increased

all the packets submitted; the values are not, in any case, higher than 0.1ms. Overall, these comparable delay results across
different cases reveal high scalability of the proposed scheme in terms of the number of users per slice. Noticed that the NGMN
Alliance45 has defined two relevant 5G KPIs in terms of maximum latency allowed, which are 10ms for end to end traffic in
general and 1ms for extremely low latency traffic. In the worst case, shown in Figure 7 , the delay reached is close to 2,5ms
when the network traffic is processed by the lowest priority queues, however, values obtained with the traffic sent by the rest
of the queues is always under 1ms. It means that the solution proposed in this paper is totally under the 5G KPIs in terms of
latency. Also, notice how Figure 7 demonstrates traffic isolation between different slices and at the same time there is DiffServ
inside of each of such slices.

FIGURE 8 Packet loss achieved when Number of Flexible Slice Instances are increased

The bar chart shows in Figure 8 presents the number of packet loss in each queue when the NetFPGA is working in a
congestion scenario. Packet loss refers to packets that fail to reach their destination. Queue 0 has the worst values concerning
delay, and it also has the highest rate of packet loss. These packets are discarded in the NetFPGARIFFA driver when it is working
under a stressful circumstance. Again, as can be observed the solution proposed scales well, as the packet loss rate when only
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32 users are sending traffic is quite similar to that when 512 users are transmitting. It is clear that, in queue 0 (in the service
with port 5000), almost 100% of packets are discarded when they are congestion in the network, mainly for the performance of
the software stack. However, the traffic with a higher QoS, transmitted by the others queues, is arriving with less than 1% of
packets loss in queues 1 and 2 and with 0% of packet loss in queue 3, which has the maximum priority. Also, notice how Figure
8 demonstrates the same performance between different network slices and at the same time there is DiffServ inside of each of
such slices.

FIGURE 9 Jitter achieved when Number of Flexible Slice Instances are increased.

Figure 9 represents the jitter results in the communication between the NIC that is sending the traffic and the NetFPGA,
which is receiving it. The jitter describes the variation in the delay of received packets. Although the jitter increase when there
is congestion in the NetFPGA card, the graph shows a high stability in the jitter performance for those services that are assigned
to queues different to queue 0 which are those services sensitive to low-latency and thus also to jitter variations. Again, notice
how Figure 9 demonstrates the same performance between different network slices.
In terms of latency, packet loss and jitter, Ericsson provided a detailed explanation of the 5G network performance require-

ments needed for different use cases46. Table 4 presents a summary of these. As is shown, in terms of latency, all values are
over 1ms except for “Factory cell automation” where less than 1ms of delay is required. The solution proposed in this paper is
able to achieve values below 1ms, in a congestion situation. In terms of reliability, Ericsson also proposes demanding values,
the majority under 1% of packet loss. The solution proposed is able to achieve ambitious packet loss values, close to 0%, when
traffic is sent through the most priority queues. Thus, this solution is able to work in the different use cases proposed due to the
fact that it achieves the latency and packet loss required. Although the jitter is an important measure in terms of QoS, mainly for
VoIP and video communications, there is no value proposed by none organisation, however, it is known that this value should be
under 30ms for VoIP and video transmissions47. Notice that the values of jitter obtained in this contribution are always below
1ms when traffic is sent through the lowest priority queue.

The QoS-aware solution for 5G MEC scenarios proposed in this contribution allows the programmability of the communi-
cation parameters, such as delay, packet loss and jitter in the data path. Table 5 , shows the maximum values which would be
achieved under a congestion scenario when up to 512 users are transmitting network traffic at the same time. This values can
be shown in Figures 7 , 8 and 9 , corresponding with the peaks reached in each queue with the higher number of users and
slices. It demonstrates that with a proper data path programmability, the values of delay packet loss and jitter can be ensured in
the communication over a 5G MEC scenario.
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TABLE 4 5G KPIs required by Ericsson for different use cases46.

Use case Latency Packet loss

Autonomous vehicle control 5ms 0,001%
Factory cell automation Below 1ms Below 10−9%
Media on demand 5s to start, 200ms after link interrupts 5%
Tele-protection in smart grid networks 8ms 0,001%

TABLE 5 Maximum value of delay, packet loss and jitter ensured under a congestion scenario, where up to 512 users are
transmitting traffic.

Slice Delay (ms) Packet Loss (%) Jitter (ms)

0 2,3624 88,97 0,94003
1 0,25178 0,19632 0,02468
2 0,20891 0,19601 0,01938
3 0,13805 0,19552 0,01487

7 CONCLUSIONS

Network slicing is a major paradigm shift from the current 4G networks to the emerging 5G networks. To meet the diverse
SLA requirements for network slice based services, QoS-aware network slicing is essential in 5G and beyond networks. This
paper has proposed a QoS-controllable network slicing framework by exploring data plane programmability in a hardware and
software hybrid approach. The architectural and functional designs of the proposed framework have been described in details,
with a new set of network slice types proposed. The prototype of the framework leverages and extends a latest open-source data
plane networking platform NetFPGA. The empirical results have validated the effectiveness of the proposed priority-queues
based QoS control for network slices of diverse QoS requirements. Moreover, the comparable and good performance results in
terms of delay, packet loss rate and jitter across various scenarios (including best and worst cases e.g., in terms of user numbers)
clearly show the high scalability of the proposed design and prototype.
Future work will seek to integrate this programmable data plane with a 5G infrastructure platform especially a Mobile/Multi-

access Edge Computing platform, and further evaluate the performance in such an integrated system. Furthermore, a network
slicing control plane is to be designed and implemented to operate over the 5G data plane to configure and optimize the QoS at
runtime in order to enable dynamic reconfiguration and optimization of 5G infrastructure and network slice based services.
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